Return Maya Cosmic Masters.
Part 47 – 2011.
We started the first part of our trip in Germany on August 31, 2011.
France and Spain came afterwards.
Session of 31 August 2011 – recorded – Original French.
Place : M.V. in Dachau, Germany.
Present: Cyril, Charles, Kathy and Victor.
Received by Kathy
Visitor : Malvantra Melchizedek.
Malvantra spoke after 20 min meditation during which the Melchizedeks installed their
Light anchor.
{Note Kathy February 2014: we started the morning in Ingolstadt and then drove down
to Dachau. It was already past noon and Mauthausen was 300 km (200 miles) from
Dachau and on top we had to cross the border of Austria... We thought to drive quietly
until Austria and do Mauthausen the next day. This was our planning... but no.......!}

Ingolstadt, where we went
in meditation for the reactivation of the ‘holy place’ of Adamson. This was the first time
we meditated in a public place with people walking around us making noise. Very
uncomfortable feeling.

Dachau, Catholic Church, where we have
meditated so that the Melchizedeks could create their Light anchor. There are many
churches of different religions from all countries in Dachau, but this one was the only one
that was round and open.

Malvantra: Hello, this is Malvantra here. The creation of this Light
anchor, this Merkabah that we connected to our “Light network” through
you during your meditation succeeded. We also continued the
encircuitment of your two new companions so that they receive the
necessary capabilities to do the job they agreed to do for us. {Kathy: Please
note that these 2 people already had great energy capacities but were not accustomed to
those heavy meditations that Cyril and I endured in Belize where much power crosses
you in little time.}

We ask you to go as fast as possible to Mauthausen. If you could still get
there today and do what you need to do this would be best because the
darkness is organizing to make things more difficult. Those who have time
and who want to visit the city of Munich can do so afterwards. It is only of
historical value and to better understand the things of the past which are
not written in the books. But it is not necessary to do the job.
If you have time this evening or tomorrow morning after Mauthausen, try
to put you in meditation so that we can speak and communicate some
results we've already seen. You already could release at this moment
more than a million of human souls imprisoned here in this egregor of fear
for death and suffering, as well as other Life forms created by Lucifer and
Caligastia and celestials who helped them. Others will follow; all those

who wanted to leave are gone and may continue their re-education and
rehabilitation programs provided for them in other places we have created
for this purpose. {Kathy: souls and celestials have also free will}.
You did a great job and we thank you and ask you to go as soon as
possible to Mauthausen and try to do it today in order to give them the
least possible chance to reorganize. Thank you very much my children.
Thank you for your courage and your willingness to help all mankind and
all these beings that were stranded here. Goodbye my children, we expect
you there. The session is finished.
END.
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